-Cross-validation and SNV calling scheme. Donor sequence reads were aligned against the consensus reference sequence -SNVs found presented in less than 95% of the reads were excluded (a). SNVs identified for each transformant sample aligned against the consensus sequence was matched to the donor validated SNVs for positions (b) and same nucleotide variant (c). Finally, the SNVs matching the donor positions and nucleotide variants were filtered by excluding SNVs found in less than 85% of the aligned reads (d). Numbers in italics indicate the number of SNVs for the two donors Mc "MA02" and Nl "NlacRif" (top), and all combined Mc and Nl transformants (bottom).
-Bars represent length (nt -left axis) of recombination event size and combined size of all nonrecombined regions for each sample (x-axis) for the Mc donor (top) and the Nl donor (bottom), line represents percent (% -right axis) non-recombined regions out of recombination event length. 245 (96-647) † Average of 3 replicates -transformation set-up like described in the materials and methods. cfu = colony forming units. * Average number of reads from the first sequencing effort using MiSeq 2x150 bp (v2) and second sequencing effort using MiSeq 2x300 bp (v3). ** Average coverage for the recipient is calculated at the third step following Spades and Contiguator assemblies, average coverage for the donor and sample sequences is shown for the sequence alignment against the recipient consensus -range of coverage for all samples shown in parenthesis. A single sample was found with <30× average coverage (sample "M01"). 
